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A series of standalone chilling ghost stories, that are also connected to the bestselling Psychic
Surveys series. Are you brave enough to delve in?"That house, that damned house. Will it ever
stop haunting me?"After her parents' divorce, five-year old Corinna Greer moves into
Blakemort with her mother and brother. Set on the edge of the village of Whitesmith, the only
thing attractive about it is the rent. A 'sensitive', Corinna is aware from the start that something
is wrong with the house. Very wrong. Christmas is coming but at Blakemort that's not
something to get excited about. A house that sits and broods, that calculates and considers, it's
then that it lashes out - the attacks endured over five years becoming worse. There are also
the spirits, some willing residents, others not. Amongst them a boy, a beautiful, spiteful boy...
Who are they? What do they want? And is Corinna right when she suspects it's not just the
dead the house traps but the living too? Download today or READ FOR FREE in KU: Psychic
Surveys Series: Psychic Surveys Book One: The Haunting of Highdown HallPsychic Surveys
Book Two: Rise to MePsychic Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore StreetPsychic Surveys Book
Four: Old Cross CottagePsychic Surveys Book Five: DescensionPsychic Surveys Book Six:
LegionPsychic Surveys Book Seven: Promises to KeepPsychic Surveys Book Eight: DUE OUT
SPRING 2021Psychic Surveys Companion Novels: Eve: A Psychic Surveys PrequelBlakemort
(Corinna's story)Thirteen (Ness's story)Rosamund (Rosamund Davis - Ruby's greatgrandmother's story)This Haunted World Series: This Haunted World Book One: The
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VenetianThis Haunted World Book Two: The Eleventh FloorThis Haunted World Book Three:
HighgateReach for the Dead Series: Reach for the Dead Book One: MandyReach for the Dead
Book Two: Cades Home FarmReach for the Dead Book Three: DUE OUT SUMMER
2021Jessamine Series: JessamineComraich Carfax House - A Christmas Ghost Story
(standalone novella)
A supernatural thriller, Old Cross Cottage is the fourth book in the bestselling Psychic Surveys
series.
A snowstorm, a highway, a lonely hotel... When Caroline Daynes gets stuck in a snowstorm in
Williamsfileld, PA, an enforced stay at The Egress hotel leaves her changed forever.
A "riveting and illuminating" Bill Gates Summer Reading pick about how and why some nations
recover from trauma and others don't (Yuval Noah Harari), by the Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of the landmark bestseller Guns, Germs, and Steel. In his international bestsellers Guns,
Germs and Steel and Collapse, Jared Diamond transformed our understanding of what makes
civilizations rise and fall. Now, in his third book in this monumental trilogy, he reveals how
successful nations recover from crises while adopting selective changes -- a coping
mechanism more commonly associated with individuals recovering from personal crises.
Diamond compares how six countries have survived recent upheavals -- ranging from the
forced opening of Japan by U.S. Commodore Perry's fleet, to the Soviet Union's attack on
Finland, to a murderous coup or countercoup in Chile and Indonesia, to the transformations of
Germany and Austria after World War Two. Because Diamond has lived and spoken the
language in five of these six countries, he can present gut-wrenching histories experienced
firsthand. These nations coped, to varying degrees, through mechanisms such as
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acknowledgment of responsibility, painfully honest self-appraisal, and learning from models of
other nations. Looking to the future, Diamond examines whether the United States, Japan, and
the whole world are successfully coping with the grave crises they currently face. Can we learn
from lessons of the past? Adding a psychological dimension to the in-depth history, geography,
biology, and anthropology that mark all of Diamond's books, Upheaval reveals factors
influencing how both whole nations and individual people can respond to big challenges. The
result is a book epic in scope, but also his most personal yet.
“Pollan keeps you turning the pages . . . cleareyed and assured.” —New York Times A #1 New
York Times Bestseller, New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books of 2018, and New York
Times Notable Book A brilliant and brave investigation into the medical and scientific revolution
taking place around psychedelic drugs--and the spellbinding story of his own life-changing
psychedelic experiences When Michael Pollan set out to research how LSD and psilocybin
(the active ingredient in magic mushrooms) are being used to provide relief to people suffering
from difficult-to-treat conditions such as depression, addiction and anxiety, he did not intend to
write what is undoubtedly his most personal book. But upon discovering how these remarkable
substances are improving the lives not only of the mentally ill but also of healthy people coming
to grips with the challenges of everyday life, he decided to explore the landscape of the mind in
the first person as well as the third. Thus began a singular adventure into various altered states
of consciousness, along with a dive deep into both the latest brain science and the thriving
underground community of psychedelic therapists. Pollan sifts the historical record to separate
the truth about these mysterious drugs from the myths that have surrounded them since the
1960s, when a handful of psychedelic evangelists inadvertently catalyzed a powerful backlash
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against what was then a promising field of research. A unique and elegant blend of science,
memoir, travel writing, history, and medicine, How to Change Your Mind is a triumph of
participatory journalism. By turns dazzling and edifying, it is the gripping account of a journey
to an exciting and unexpected new frontier in our understanding of the mind, the self, and our
place in the world. The true subject of Pollan's "mental travelogue" is not just psychedelic
drugs but also the eternal puzzle of human consciousness and how, in a world that offers us
both suffering and joy, we can do our best to be fully present and find meaning in our lives.
We are all using dangerous, outdated, old economic strategies to protect and grow our money
in the so-called 'new economy.' Most of us don't even know it. Every economy is, in some
sense, 'new.' However, applying the rules from an 'older' economy to a 'newer' one during
times of transition is a recipe for financial ruin.Economic transitions have been around for
centuries . . . the difference is that now they are worldwide in scope and affect everything
rather than local in nature with limited affects.While you sleep at night, while you go to work
each day, something insidious is actually stealing your financial future. It isn't anyone's fault
really. There is a massive reallocation of wealth as we transition into the new economy.There
are two sides to this story. Because of the changing rules of money, the greatest transfer of
wealth in the nation and the world is now unfolding. Money is about to flow away from the
financially uninformed and flow towards the financially well-informed in the years ahead.This is
nothing new, really. Money has always worked this way. The good news is that average
members of the public now have more ways than ever before to understand this process and
to take appropriate action.I am sure you are aware of the rising price of gold that's been going
on for almost 10 years now. Most recently, gold started climbing with even greater speed.
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History repeats itself again and again. Whenever governments start to dilute their money
investors transfer their money into gold. Gold has intrinsic value and will always prevail in any
economy.What most non-investors and investors -- including yourself -- probably you don't
realize is that although gold is a great way to preserve your wealth, it's silver that could actually
make you rich!The price of gold has already risen dramatically, but silver is just beginning its
climb.Nine Reasons Why Silver is a Unique Wealth Building Instrument - Silver, like gold, has
intrinsic value- Silver has been in a commodity bull cycle since 2000- Silver is a safe hedge
against currency inflation- Silver is a security choice during times of financial crisis- Silver is
rarer than gold- Silver is used in 90% of all electronics -- and its mostly non-renewable- Silver
inventories are very low- Silver leasing -- the scam will be exposed soon- Silver investment
markets are expanding thanks to the ChineseWhat You Will Learn From Building Wealth with
SilverYou will discover why the Federal Reserve was created and why you and I have been
kept in the dark about its true purpose. You will find out why the U.S. dollar is quietly being
destroyed without fanfare and the reason this process is being publically denied and covered
up. You will see why unemployment numbers, along with many other economic figures, are
rigged, and how we're are being lied to about their true significance.The insights you get from
the first few chapters alone can change your life. Even if you were to study at Harvard for five
years -- which would cost you, by the way, over $95,000 -- you would not have the knowledge
you need to get any closer to this kind of insider information.Learn why silver is the best
investment opportunity right now.Get the facts on silver production and consumption, and all
the details behind silver's projected five- to eight-fold increase over the next several months.
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital future, the first detailed examination of the
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unprecedented form of power called "surveillance capitalism," and the quest by powerful
corporations to predict and control our behavior. In this masterwork of original thinking and
research, Shoshana Zuboff provides startling insights into the phenomenon that she has
named surveillance capitalism. The stakes could not be higher: a global architecture of
behavior modification threatens human nature in the twenty-first century just as industrial
capitalism disfigured the natural world in the twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the
consequences as surveillance capitalism advances from Silicon Valley into every economic
sector. Vast wealth and power are accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures markets,"
where predictions about our behavior are bought and sold, and the production of goods and
services is subordinated to a new "means of behavioral modification." The threat has shifted
from a totalitarian Big Brother state to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big Other" operating
in the interests of surveillance capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented form of power
marked by extreme concentrations of knowledge and free from democratic oversight. Zuboff's
comprehensive and moving analysis lays bare the threats to twenty-first century society: a
controlled "hive" of total connection that seduces with promises of total certainty for maximum
profit -- at the expense of democracy, freedom, and our human future. With little resistance
from law or society, surveillance capitalism is on the verge of dominating the social order and
shaping the digital future -- if we let it.
The second book in the popular Psychic Surveys series gets much darker! Ruby Davis, owner
of the high street business, Psychic Surveys, must face the demons from her past if she is to
ever have a future.

From agriculture to big business, from medicine to politics, The Cigarette Century
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is the definitive account of how smoking came to be so deeply implicated in our
culture, science, policy, and law. No product has been so heavily promoted or
has become so deeply entrenched in American consciousness. The Cigarette
Century shows in striking detail how one ephemeral (and largely useless) product
came to play such a dominant role in so many aspects of our lives—and deaths.
The Mises Institute is thrilled to bring back this popular guide to ridiculous
economic policy from the ancient world to modern times. This outstanding history
illustrates the utter futility of fighting the market process through legislation. It
always uses despotic measures to yield socially catastrophic results. It covers the
ancient world, the Roman Republic and Empire, Medieval Europe, the first
centuries of the U.S. and Canada, the French Revolution, the 19th century, World
Wars I and II, the Nazis, the Soviets, postwar rent control, and the 1970s. It also
includes a very helpful conclusion spelling out the theory of wage and price
controls. This book is a treasure, and super entertaining!
Now the subject of the movie Love & Mercy, starring John Cusack! Brian, Carl,
and Dennis Wilson, along with Mike Love and Al Jardine--better known as the
Beach Boys--rocketed out of a working-class Los Angeles suburb in the early
sixties, and their sun-and-surf sound captured the imagination of kids across the
world. In a few short years, they rode the wave all the way to the top, standing
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with the Beatles as one of the world's biggest bands. Despite their utopian
visions, infectious hooks, and stunning harmonies, the Beach Boys were beset
by drug abuse, jealousy, and terrifying mental illness. In Catch a Wave, Peter
Ames Carlin pulls back the curtain on Brian Wilson, one of popular music's most
revered luminaries, as well as its biggest mystery. Drawing on hundreds of
interviews and never-before heard studio recordings, Carlin follows the Beach
Boys from their earliest days through Brian's deepening emotional problems to
his triumphant re-emergence with the release of Smile, the legendarily
unreleased album he had originally shelved.
From the author of the bestselling Psychic Surveys series comes a Christmas
ghost novella to chill your bones! Just what defines a haunting? On a strange
island, amongst strangers, a strange tale unfolds... Beth Williams leads a lonely
existence, going to work, then returning to her flat to watch TV, eat and sleep the same routine on repeat, day after day. It's a loneliness she nurtures, finds
comfort in even, except at Christmas, a time of dread. Then comes an invite, an
offer from an old friend, to join him for 'The Damned Season' at his house on an
island off the coast of Anglesey, for Christmas with a difference. Intrigued as well
as desperate, Beth accepts, arriving there a few days before Christmas Eve.
She's not the only one invited, however, there are four others, all strangers to
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each other, all crossing murky, choppy waters to meet their host, a much
changed man that seems not only surprised to see them, but dismayed, and
weary too. Who is nothing but a husk. With the boatman gone and the mists
closing in, Beth finds herself in a solitary house of ever-changing rooms and
never-ending corridors, of people disappearing and then reappearing, of feasts
and famine. And then there are the doors, constantly multiplying, and
locked...aren't they? The Damned Season. It's coming. Download today or READ
FOR FREE in KU: Psychic Surveys Series: Psychic Surveys Book One: The
Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic
Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross
Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five: Descension Psychic Surveys Book Six:
Legion Psychic Surveys Book Seven: Promises to Keep Psychic Surveys Book
Eight: The Weight of the Soul Psychic Surveys Companion Novels: Eve: A
Psychic Surveys Prequel Blakemort (Corinna's story) Thirteen (Ness's story)
Rosamund (Rosamund Davis - Ruby's great-grandmother's story) This Haunted
World Series: This Haunted World Book One: The Venetian This Haunted World
Book Two: The Eleventh Floor This Haunted World Book Three: Highgate Reach
for the Dead Series: Reach for the Dead Book One: Mandy Reach for the Dead
Book Two: Cades Home Farm Reach for the Dead Book Three: DUE OUT
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SUMMER 2022 Jessamine Series: Jessamine Comraich Carfax House - A
Christmas Ghost Story (standalone novella) Summer of Grace - A standalone
psychological thriller The Damned Season - A Christmas Ghost Story
(standalone novella)
From bestselling writer David Graeber—“a master of opening up thought and
stimulating debate” (Slate)—a powerful argument against the rise of meaningless,
unfulfilling jobs…and their consequences. Does your job make a meaningful
contribution to the world? In the spring of 2013, David Graeber asked this
question in a playful, provocative essay titled “On the Phenomenon of Bullshit
Jobs.” It went viral. After one million online views in seventeen different
languages, people all over the world are still debating the answer. There are
hordes of people—HR consultants, communication coordinators, telemarketing
researchers, corporate lawyers—whose jobs are useless, and, tragically, they
know it. These people are caught in bullshit jobs. Graeber explores one of
society’s most vexing and deeply felt concerns, indicting among other villains a
particular strain of finance capitalism that betrays ideals shared by thinkers
ranging from Keynes to Lincoln. “Clever and charismatic” (The New Yorker),
Bullshit Jobs gives individuals, corporations, and societies permission to undergo
a shift in values, placing creative and caring work at the center of our culture.
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This book is for everyone who wants to turn their vocation back into an avocation
and “a thought-provoking examination of our working lives” (Financial Times).
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex’s first
children’s book, The Bench, beautifully captures the special relationship between
father and son, as seen through a mother’s eyes. The book’s storytelling and
illustration give us snapshots of shared moments that evoke a deep sense of
warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench Where you’ll witness
great joy. From here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The Bench,
Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly captures the evolving and
expanding relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many ways
that love can take shape and be expressed in a modern family. Evoking a deep
sense of warmth, connection, and compassion, The Bench gives readers a
window into shared and enduring moments between a diverse group of fathers
and sons—moments of peace and reflection, trust and belief, discovery and
learning, and lasting comfort. Working in watercolor for the first time, Caldecottwinning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature style
to bring joy and softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a father’s love
through a mother’s eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and
heartwarming read-aloud is destined to be treasured by families for generations
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to come.
Reproduces (translated into English) contemporary documents or writings with an
introduction to each section.
Fall in love with a brand-new set of books from the author of the bestselling
Psychic Surveys and This Haunted World series. Reach for the Dead 2 due out
Winter 2020.There is a doll... There is a legend...When museum curator Annie
Hawkins walks into a diner in Idaho Falls, seeking the help of twenty-two-year-old
Shady Groves with an old broken doll named Mandy, life takes a dramatic turn
for both of them. Psychometry is the ability to sense or read the history of an
object just by touching it, and Annie has heard Shady has this psychic
ability.Mandy may look harmless, but Annie believes she's possessed and, after
handling her, Shady can only agree. She feels tainted by the doll that now
invades her thoughts and dreams, terrifying her. There's only one solution: to
understand the doll, her history, what has possessed her, and why. Knowledge is
power, Annie tells Shady. It's protection.The pair set off on a road trip-along with
Shady's old high school friend Ray-one that will take them from Idaho into the
depths of Canada, desperate to trace Mandy's past, to find out something,
anything, about the demonic doll that accompanies them in the trunk of the
car.The truth, when it comes, is far deadlier than any of them could have
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realized...
Dumped by her hotshot boyfriend and boss, Layla Lewis quits her job and heads
to Trecastle in North Cornwall to house-sit for a friend-of-a-friend. Trecastle isn't
new to her; it's a place where she holidayed regularly with her now-estranged
mother. It's also the home of Hannah McKenzie, her childhood friend. Hannah
has tempted her with a place to live and a job in the local pub. Needing time to
nurse her battered heart and escape her "real life" for a year, Layla accepts.
Hannah is a talented artist as well as a barmaid. She lives in the village center
with her boyfriend Jim, a singer in a local band. They are happy together, or as
happy as they can be, considering. Hannah loves Jim, but there is someone she
loves more and it's pushing them to breaking point. Meanwhile, back in Brighton,
Layla's fiery yet loyal friend Penny seeks revenge on her behalf, sending a forged
email that could damage her ex's business prospects. Penny wonders if she has
gone too far but is soon preoccupied with her own problems: the sizzle has
fizzled in her marriage, and she feels neglected. After getting frisky with Dylan
one night, she confesses all to her husband-and he's been like ice ever since.
Over the course of a year, there is laughter and heartache as all three endeavor
to reign in their tumultuous love lives-discovering you can run all you like, but if
it's love you're up against, true love, good things can only happen when you
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stand your ground.
Patty and Walter Berglund were the new pioneers of old St. Paul—the gentrifiers,
the hands-on parents, the avant-garde of the Whole Foods generation. Patty was
the ideal sort of neighbor, who could tell you where to recycle your batteries and
how to get the local cops to actually do their job. She was an enviably perfect
mother and the wife of Walter's dreams. Together with Walter—environmental
lawyer, commuter cyclist, total family man—she was doing her small part to build a
better world. But now, in the new millennium, the Berglunds have become a
mystery. Why has their teenage son moved in with the aggressively Republican
family next door? Why has Walter taken a job working with Big Coal? What
exactly is Richard Katz—outré rocker and Walter's college best friend and
rival—still doing in the picture? Most of all, what has happened to Patty? Why has
the bright star of Barrier Street become "a very different kind of neighbor," an
implacable Fury coming unhinged before the street's attentive eyes? In his first
novel since The Corrections, Jonathan Franzen has given us an epic of
contemporary love and marriage. Freedom comically and tragically captures the
temptations and burdens of liberty: the thrills of teenage lust, the shaken
compromises of middle age, the wages of suburban sprawl, the heavy weight of
empire. In charting the mistakes and joys of Freedom's characters as they
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struggle to learn how to live in an ever more confusing world, Franzen has
produced an indelible and deeply moving portrait of our time.
The multi-genre #1 Amazon Bestseller! "If you've ever watched Ghost Whisperer
and enjoyed it, then you will love this series."~ Paranormal Romance Guild
"Good morning, Psychic Surveys. How can I help?" The latest in a long line of
psychically-gifted females, Ruby Davis can see through the veil that separates
this world and the next, helping grounded souls to move towards the light - or
'home' as Ruby calls it. Not just a job for Ruby, it's a crusade and one she wants
to bring to the High Street. Psychic Surveys is born. Based in Lewes, East
Sussex, Ruby and her team of freelance psychics have been kept busy of late.
Specialising in domestic cases, their solid reputation is spreading - it's not just the
dead that can rest in peace but the living too. All is threatened when Ruby
receives a call from the irate new owner of Highdown Hall. Film star Cynthia Hart
is still in residence, despite having died in 1958. Winter deepens and so does the
mystery surrounding Cynthia. She insists the devil is blocking her path to the light
long after Psychic Surveys have 'disproved' it. Investigating her apparently
unblemished background, Ruby is pulled further and further into Cynthia's world
and the darkness that now inhabits it. For the first time in her career, Ruby's
deepest beliefs are challenged. Does evil truly exist? And if so, is it the most
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relentless force of all?
A New York Times Bestseller A Wall Street Journal Bestseller A New York Times
Notable Book of 2020 A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey Business Book of the Year A
New Statesman Book to Read From economist Anne Case and Nobel Prize
winner Angus Deaton, a groundbreaking account of how the flaws in capitalism
are fatal for America's working class Deaths of despair from suicide, drug
overdose, and alcoholism are rising dramatically in the United States, claiming
hundreds of thousands of American lives. Anne Case and Angus Deaton explain
the overwhelming surge in these deaths and shed light on the social and
economic forces that are making life harder for the working class. As the college
educated become healthier and wealthier, adults without a degree are literally
dying from pain and despair. Case and Deaton tie the crisis to the weakening
position of labor, the growing power of corporations, and a rapacious health-care
sector that redistributes working-class wages into the pockets of the wealthy.
This critically important book paints a troubling portrait of the American dream in
decline, and provides solutions that can rein in capitalism's excesses and make it
work for everyone.
The Oklahoma City bombing, intentional crashing of airliners on September 11,
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2001, and anthrax attacks in the fall of 2001 have made Americans acutely
aware of the impacts of terrorism. These events and continued threats of
terrorism have raised questions about the impact on the psychological health of
the nation and how well the public health infrastructure is able to meet the
psychological needs that will likely result. Preparing for the Psychological
Consequences of Terrorism highlights some of the critical issues in responding to
the psychological needs that result from terrorism and provides possible options
for intervention. The committee offers an example for a public health strategy that
may serve as a base from which plans to prevent and respond to the
psychological consequences of a variety of terrorism events can be formulated.
The report includes recommendations for the training and education of service
providers, ensuring appropriate guidelines for the protection of service providers,
and developing public health surveillance for preevent, event, and postevent
factors related to psychological consequences.
A fascinating deep dive on innovation from the New York Times bestselling
author of How We Got To Now and Unexpected Life The printing press, the
pencil, the flush toilet, the battery--these are all great ideas. But where do they
come from? What kind of environment breeds them? What sparks the flash of
brilliance? How do we generate the breakthrough technologies that push forward
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our lives, our society, our culture? Steven Johnson's answers are revelatory as
he identifies the seven key patterns behind genuine innovation, and traces them
across time and disciplines. From Darwin and Freud to the halls of Google and
Apple, Johnson investigates the innovation hubs throughout modern time and
pulls out the approaches and commonalities that seem to appear at moments of
originality.
The brilliant 1969 Hugo Award-winning novel from John Brunner, Stand on
Zanzibar, now included with a foreword by Bruce Sterling Norman Niblock House
is a rising executive at General Technics, one of a few all-powerful corporations.
His work is leading General Technics to the forefront of global domination, both in
the marketplace and politically---it's about to take over a country in Africa. Donald
Hogan is his roommate, a seemingly sheepish bookworm. But Hogan is a spy,
and he's about to discover a breakthrough in genetic engineering that will change
the world...and kill him. These two men's lives weave through one of science
fiction's most praised novels. Written in a way that echoes John Dos Passos'
U.S.A. Trilogy, Stand on Zanzibar is a cross-section of a world overpopulated by
the billions. Where society is squeezed into hive-living madness by god-like
mega computers, mass-marketed psychedelic drugs, and mundane uses of
genetic engineering. Though written in 1968, it speaks of now, and is
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frighteningly prescient and intensely powerful. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A shorter novel, Rosamund feeds into the bestselling Psychic Surveys series,
and is the story of sub-character Rosamund, it can also be read as a
STANDALONE.Could you find your way through Hell?Ruby Davis runs Psychic
Surveys, a high street company specialising in domestic spiritual clearance.
Having inherited her ability to see beyond the veil that separates this world and
the next from her mother, Jessica, she is busy helping grounded spirits to cross
the great divide. In turn, Jessica inherited her gift from her mother, Sarah, and
Sarah from Rosamund.Throughout the early twentieth century, Rosamund Davis
was a woman held in high regard concerning her mediumship abilities and her
pioneering work with London's famous psychical society. She published many
papers on psychic matters, although there are some that remain unpublished, for
the eyes of the Davis family only. It is these unavailable works concerning the
non-spirit that fascinate many - entities born of negative thoughts that
subsequently take on their own energy. Entities known as demons.But what
caused her to write about such dark matter?From her own notes, in her own
words, this is Rosamund's account.~~~ Download the bestselling Psychic
Surveys series today or read for FREE in KU:Psychic Surveys Book One: The
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Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic
Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross
Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five: DescensionPsychic Surveys Book Six:
Legion DUE SPRING 2019Psychic Surveys Companion NovelsEve: A Psychic
Surveys PrequelBlakemort ThirteenRosamund Other books by the author:This
Haunted World Book One: The VenetianThis Haunted World Book Two: The
Eleventh FloorJessamine (Jessamine Series Book One)Comraich (Jessamine
Series Book Two)
After finding herself the subject of a powerful psychic attack in the 1930's, famed
British occultist Dion Fortune wrote this detailed instruction manual on protecting
oneself from paranormal attack. This classic psychic self-defense guide explains
how to understand the signs of a psychic attack, vampirism, hauntings, and
methods of defense. Everything you need to know about the methods, motives,
and physical aspects of a psychic attack and how to overcome it is here, along
with a look at the role psychic elements play in mental illness and how to
recognize them. This is one of the best guides to detection and defense
C’è della follia in tutti noi ... 2015 Con un passato travagliato alle spalle, una
coppia sposata, Rob e Louise visitano Venezia per la prima volta insieme, in
cerca di un weekend rilassante. Non è solo una destinazione romantica, è anche
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la ‘città più infestata del mondo’ e presto Louise si ritrova nel mirino di un’entità
che non riesce a comprendere, una ‘donna velata’ che la perseguita. 1938
Dopo aver sposato il giovane medico veneziano, Enrico Sanuto, Charlotte si
trasferisce dall’Inghilterra a Venezia, piena di speranze per il futuro. La sua casa
non è però in città, ma a Poveglia, nella laguna veneziana, dove viene messa a
lavorare in un manicomio, occupandosi di coloro che la società respinge. Quando
il vero orrore di ciò che la circonda si rivela, la speranza diventa polvere. Dai
labirintici vicoli di Venezia ai tortuosi corridoi di Poveglia, i loro destini si
intrecciano. La vendetta sta aspettando...
Previously published Wiltshire, 1967. Guide to personal health and success
Charles-Louis de Secondat, Baron de La Brede et de Montesquieu generally
referred to as simply Montesquieu, was a French lawyer, man of letters, and
political philosopher who lived during the Age of Enlightenment. He is famous for
his articulation of the theory of separation of powers, which is implemented in
many constitutions throughout the world. He did more than any other author to
secure the place of the word despotism in the political lexicon. Montesquieu is
credited as being among the progenitors, which include Herodotus and Tacitus,
of anthropology, as being among the first to extend comparative methods of
classification to the political forms in human societies. Indeed, the French political
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anthropologist Georges Balandier considered Montesquieu to be "the initiator of a
scientific enterprise that for a time performed the role of cultural and social
anthropology." According to social anthropologist D. F. Pocock, Montesquieu's
The Spirit of the Laws was "the first consistent attempt to survey the varieties of
human society, to classify and compare them and, within society, to study the
inter-functioning of institutions." Montesquieu's political anthropology gave rise to
his theories on government. When Catherine the Great wrote her Nakaz
(Instruction) for the Legislative Assembly she had created to clarify the existing
Russian law code, she avowed borrowing heavily from Montesquieu's Spirit of
the Laws, although she discarded or altered portions that did not support
Russia's absolutist bureaucratic monarchy."
From the bestselling author of the bestselling Psychic Surveys and This Haunted
World series, comes a Christmas ghost story to chill your bones! A renovation. In
the countryside. Just over an hour's train ride from London. An ideal family home.
Sold unseen. At auction. Married couple, Al and Liz Greenaway, love London, but
when they discover an impressive country property for sale, in need of some
TLC, for the same price as their London flat, they decide to go for it. For them, life
is all about reinventing themselves, keeping things fresh, and this house marks
an exciting new chapter. In the week running up to Christmas, it is Liz who finds
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herself at Carfax House, alone. Al's held up with work. No matter, there's plenty
to occupy her before he arrives, getting it ready for the festive season. A fine
house. Once. Solitary, romantic, isolated, and quiet. So quiet that, for the first
time in years, Liz can hear her own thoughts as long buried memories emerge.
And there's an echo in them, a whisper... For someone else in the house,
memories are emerging too.
The Amazon Best Seller. #1 Suspense/Occult, #1 Supsense/Ghosts, #2
Suspense/Paranormal, #25 Suspense as a whole. Listen to the first 10 minutes
on John's author page. For some, ghosts are no more than the wounds loved
ones leave in their wake, haunting the living only with their absence. Others take
a more literal view... Kate Bennett, presenter of paranormal investigation cable
TV show, 'Where the Dead Walk', isn't sure what she believes, other than she
seems cursed to lose all those closest to her. After investigating a neglected clifftop house, empty for a decade because its 'haunted', Kate is left convinced a
spirit within holds the answers to a childhood she can't remember and an
unimaginable crime. What she can't know is that the house's owner, Sebastian
Dahl, is searching for something too, and he intends to get it, whatever the cost.
The is the first volume of H.G. Wells' popular and groundbreaking general outline
of history. This edition is presented with high resolution illustrations.
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The Complete Psychic Surveys Companion Novels - Books 1-3 Please note,
these are standalone short novels that feed into the bestselling Psychic Surveys
series. Book One: Blakemort"That house, that damned house. Will it ever stop
haunting me?"After her parents' divorce, five-year old Corinna Greer moves into
Blakemort with her mother and brother. Set on the edge of the village of
Whitesmith, the only thing attractive about it is the rent. A 'sensitive', Corinna is
aware from the start that something is wrong with the house. Very
wrong.Christmas is coming but at Blakemort that's not something to get excited
about. A house that sits and broods, that calculates and considers, it's then that it
lashes out - the attacks endured over five years becoming worse. There are also
the spirits, some willing residents, others not. Amongst them a boy, a beautiful,
spiteful boy...Who are they? What do they want? And is Corinna right when she
suspects it's not just the dead the house traps but the living too?Book Two:
ThirteenWhat happened all those years ago, in the dark?In 1977, Minch Point
Lighthouse on Skye's most westerly tip was suddenly abandoned by the keeper
and his family - no reason ever found. In the decade that followed, it became a
haunt for teenagers on the hunt for thrills. Playing Thirteen Ghost Stories, they'd
light thirteen candles, blowing one out after every story told until only the
darkness remained. In 1987, following her success working on a case with
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Sussex Police, twenty-five year old psychic, Ness Patterson, is asked to
investigate recent happenings at the lighthouse. Local teen, Ally Dunn, has
suffered a breakdown following time spent there and is refusing to speak to
anyone. Arriving at her destination on a stormy night, Ness gets a terrifying
insight into what the girl experienced. The case growing ever more sinister, Ness
realises: some games should never be played. Book Three: RosamundCould you
find your way through Hell?Ruby Davis runs Psychic Surveys, a high street
company specialising in domestic spiritual clearance. Having inherited her ability
to see beyond the veil that separates this world and the next from her mother,
Jessica, she is busy helping grounded spirits to cross the great divide. In turn,
Jessica inherited her gift from her mother, Sarah, and Sarah from
Rosamund.Throughout the early twentieth century, Rosamund Davis was a
woman held in high regard concerning her mediumship abilities and her
pioneering work with London's famous psychical society. She published many
papers on psychic matters, although there are some that remain unpublished, for
the eyes of the Davis family only. It is these unavailable works concerning the
non-spirit that fascinate many - entities born of negative thoughts that
subsequently take on their own energy. Entities known as demons.But what
caused her to write about such dark matter?From her own notes, in her own
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words, this is Rosamund's account.~~~ Download the bestselling Psychic
Surveys series today or read for FREE in KU:Psychic Surveys Book One: The
Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic
Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross
Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five: DescensionPsychic Surveys Book Six:
Legion DUE SPRING 2019Psychic Surveys Companion NovelsEve: A Psychic
Surveys PrequelBlakemort ThirteenRosamundOther books by the author:This
Haunted World Book One: The VenetianThis Haunted World Book Two: The
Eleventh FloorJessamine (Jessamine Series Book One)Comraich (Jessamine
Series Book Two)
The Weight of the Soul is the eighth in the bestselling Psychic Surveys series,
that feature plot twists, compelling characters and a mystery at its dark heart.
Perfect for fans of Stephen King, Darcy Coates, CJ Tudor and James Herbert.
Life may have moved on to new challenges for Ruby Davis, now being a mother
to baby Hendrix, but she's back at the helm of Psychic Surveys, her spiritual
domestic clearance company, and the cases just keep getting stranger. A new
client, Carrie-Ann Kendall, has suffered an accident at sea, one that - according
to her - she shouldn't have survived. Visiting a clairvoyant who is apparently
terrified by her presence, only confirms this notion. It is now up to Ruby and the
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team to find out whether she has cheated death. If so, what are the
consequences, and for how long? Leon Vasilescu is the clairvoyant, now missing
since encountering Carrie-Ann, and whom Psychic Surveys must track down. But
in doing so, they will encounter another danger, one that is far more personal to
Ruby and her mother Jessica, that could have them facing death too. Download
today or READ FOR FREE in KU: Psychic Surveys Series: Psychic Surveys
Book One: The Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise to
Me Psychic Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street Psychic Surveys Book Four:
Old Cross Cottage Psychic Surveys Book Five: Descension Psychic Surveys
Book Six: Legion Psychic Surveys Book Seven: Promises to Keep Psychic
Surveys Book Eight: The Weight of the Soul Psychic Surveys Companion
Novels: Eve: A Psychic Surveys Prequel Blakemort (Corinna's story) Thirteen
(Ness's story) Rosamund (Rosamund Davis - Ruby's great-grandmother's story)
This Haunted World Series: This Haunted World Book One: The Venetian This
Haunted World Book Two: The Eleventh Floor This Haunted World Book Three:
Highgate Reach for the Dead Series: Reach for the Dead Book One: Mandy
Reach for the Dead Book Two: Cades Home Farm Jessamine Series: Jessamine
Comraich Carfax House - A Christmas Ghost Story (standalone novella) Summer
of Grace - A standalone psychological thrill
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"It has a magical feel and is a book that you may find yourself staying up late to
finish." ~ Arkgirl, Vine Voice A haunting read from SHANI STRUTHERS, author
of the Amazon #1 bestselling, THE HAUNTING OF HIGHDOWN HALL. "The
dead of night, Jess, I wish they'd leave me alone." Jessamin Wade's husband is
dead - a death she feels wholly responsible for. As a way of coping with her grief,
she keeps him 'alive' in her imagination - talking to him everyday, laughing with
him, remembering the good times they had together. She thinks she will 'hear'
him better if she goes somewhere quieter, away from the hustle and bustle of her
hometown, Brighton. Her destination is Glenelk in the Highlands of Scotland, a
region her grandfather hailed from and the subject of a much-loved painting from
her childhood. Arriving in the village late at night, it is a bleak and forbidding
place. However, the house she is renting - Skye Croft - is warm and welcoming.
Quickly she meets the locals. Her landlord, Fionnlagh Maccaillin, is an ex-army
man with obvious and not so obvious injuries. Maggie, who runs the village shop,
is also an enigma, startling her with her strange 'insights'. But it is Stan she
instantly connects with. Maccaillin's grandfather and a frail, old man, he is griefstricken from the recent loss of his beloved Beth. All four are caught in the past.
All four are unable to let go. Their lives entwining in mysterious ways, can they
help each other to move on or will they always belong to the ghosts that haunt
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them? From the author of the bestselling PSYCHIC SURVEYS series. ~~~ The
Psychic Surveys series: Psychic Surveys Prequel: Eve - A Christmas Ghost
Story Psychic Surveys Book One: The Haunting of Highdown Hall Psychic
Surveys Book Two: Rise to Me Psychic Surveys Book Three: 44 Gilmore Street
Psychic Surveys Book Four: Old Cross Cottage COMING SOON Psychic
Surveys Companion Novellas: Eve: A Christmas Ghost Story Blakemort * Only
EVE and BLAKEMORT are standalone stories. The main PSYCHIC SURVEYS
books are all follow-ups!*
Released for the first time in paperback, this landmark social and political volume
on feminism is credited with being responsible for raising awareness, liberating
both sexes, and triggering major advances in the feminist movement. Reprint.
From SHANI STRUTHERS, the bestselling author of the first in the series, THE
HAUNTING OF HIGHDOWN HALL. "This isn't a ghost we're dealing with. If only
it were that simple..." Eighteen years ago, when psychic Ruby Davis was a child,
her mother - also a psychic - suffered a nervous breakdown. Ruby was never told
why. "It won't help you to know," the only answer ever given. Fast forward to the
present and Ruby is earning a living from her gift, running a high street
consultancy - Psychic Surveys - specialising in domestic spiritual clearance.
Boasting a strong track record, business is booming. Dealing with spirits has
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become routine but there is more to the paranormal than even Ruby can imagine.
Someone - something - stalks her, terrifying but also strangely familiar. Hiding in
the shadows, it is fast becoming bolder and the only way to fight it is for the past
to be revealed - no matter what the danger. When you can see the light, you can
see the darkness too. And sometimes the darkness can see you.
"We all have to face our demons at some point." Psychic Surveys - specialists in
domestic spiritual clearance - have never been busier. Although exhausted, Ruby
is pleased. Her track record as well as her down-to-earth, no-nonsense approach
inspires faith in the haunted, who willingly call on her high street consultancy
when the supernatural takes hold. But that's all about to change. Two cases
prove trying: 44 Gilmore Street, home to a particularly violent spirit, and the
reincarnation case of Elisha Grey. When Gilmore Street attracts press attention,
matters quickly deteriorate. Dubbed the 'New Enfield', the 'Ghost of Gilmore
Street' inflames public imagination, but as Ruby and the team fail repeatedly to
evict the entity, faith in them wavers. Dealing with negative press, the
strangeness surrounding Elisha, and a spirit that's becoming increasingly
territorial, Ruby's at breaking point. So much is pushing her towards the abyss,
not least her own past. It seems some demons just won't let go... Shani Struthers
is the author of AMAZON INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER: Psychic Surveys
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Book One: The Haunting of Highdown Hall and Psychic Surveys Book Two: Rise
to Me. There is also a prequel to the series: Eve: A Christmas Ghost Story. All
are available on Amazon.
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